
MYTHMYTH  VSVS  FACTFACT

FACT: Visitors from Connecticut and Delaware are welcome in Florida 
and will not be pulled over simply for having out-of-state plates. As with 
anyone driving on Florida roads, traffic laws will be enforced and if a traffic 
violation or criminal activity is suspected the vehicle will be subject to a 
traffic stop or law enforcement interaction.

FACT: FLHSMV utilized online resources such as the National Conference 
of State Legislatures’ (NCSL) and state driver license or motor vehicle 
department websites to ascertain each states process for issuing driver 
license credentials to individuals without proof of legal presence in the U.S.

The determinations were made in accordance with s. 322.03 Florida 
Statute, which states: “If a driver license is of a class of licenses issued by 
another state exclusively to undocumented immigrants who are unable to 
prove lawful presence in the United States when the licenses are issued, 
the driver license, or other permit...is invalid in this state and does not 
authorize the holder to operate a motor vehicle in this state.”

Indications listed on invalid license classes-

*Unauthorized immigrant is defined as an individual who does not have 
proof of legal presence in the United States and who entered the country 
without being documented or receiving credentials.

MYTH: Individuals from Connecticut and 
Delaware with Real ID compliant licenses or 
licenses issued to someone with proof of legal 
presence in the U.S. are invalid in Florida.

MYTH: Florida is discouraging visitors with proof 
of legal presence in the U.S. from traveling or 
driving in Florida.

MYTH: The list of states’ driver licenses 
determined by Florida to have license classes 
that are not valid look no different from licenses 
issued to legal U.S. citizens.

MYTH: Visitors from Connecticut and Delaware 
traveling on Florida roads will be pulled over so 
their license can be checked for immigration 
status/valid driver license.

FACT: Out-of-state license classes issued to individuals in Connecticut 
and Delaware without proof of legal presence in the U.S. are not valid 
in Florida.

FACT: EVERYONE with a VALID driver license (according to Florida law) 
is welcome to operate a vehicle on Florida roads. If a driver does not 
have a valid driver license, they are subject to penalties outlined in 
s. 322.03, Florida Statutes.

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ALTER
FACT: The information in this list may change due to the revision of 
driver license issuance requirements in other states, and will be updated 
periodically.

MYTH: The information in this list is final and not 
subject to change.

•    DO-Not for Federal Identification-License has a “DO” for Drive Only  

            listed in the State   (CT)

•    Driving Privilege Only - Not Valid for Identification   (DE)

*information as of 14/8/23.

https://flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2021/322.03
https://www.dmv.de.gov/DriverServices/drivers_license/DPC/index.shtml
https://portal.ct.gov/dmv/licenses-permits-ids/get-drive-only-license?language=en_US

